REQUEST TO DELETE AN ARTICLE/PAPER FROM TURNITIN REPOSITORY

To: Head, CITM

I/We have submitted an article which was saved in Turnitin Repository.

1. Paper Title (In Capital): _________________________________________________________

2. Author Name 1. _____________________________Mobile No._________________________

3. Author Name 2. ________________________________________________________________

4. Turnitin Submission No: __________________________________________________________

5. Class Id: _______________________________________________________________________

6. Date of Submission: _____________________________________________________________

7. Turnitin Login ID used for Check plagiarism. _______________________________________  

Note: The above fields are mandatory to submit an article delete request with Turnitin. Turnitin may take 2 to 14 days to delete after submission request.
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This is certified that article details mentioned above belong to me/us.
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Date:
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Forwarded and Recommended to HCITM
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